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Artikel info:-

Brad is having some issues with Dario. It&#39;s about Lena,
Brad&#39;s girlfriend. Dario had made some advances on
her, clearly trying to pinch her from Brad. The two boys meet
at Dario&#39;s place to settle the matter between men. Brad
has brought along a piece of paper, written by Lena, in which
she expresses her wish that the matter be decided once and
for all. She wants the boys to wrestle over her. Whoever wins,
gets to be her boyfriend. But she wants to see evidence of the
battle, so they must install a video camera to tape them while
they fight. After having discussed the details over a drink and
a smoke, they get to the first round. Dario quickly pins Brad to
the floor in what alomst seems to be a bully pin. He keeps his
helpless opponent pinned, teasing him with erotic innuendo
and grabbing his crotch. It almost looks as if Brad could never
escape this pin, for he&#39;s already been squirming
underneath Dario for a whole 5 minutes, and Dario shows no
signs of wanting to give Brad a chance to free himself. Over
and over again, Brad has to endure Dario&#39;s nasty ball
grabs and cock-to-face attacks. Dario visibly enjoys this, and
he flexes his muscles while sitting on Brad&#39;s chest. Only
after 8 minutes he releases the exhausted Brad. Having
stripped their jeans, they now go into the second round. This
time, Brad manages to wrestle Dario to the ground, and
avenges himself with a schoolboy pin. But he&#39;s not able
to maintain his advantage, and soon, Dario has him in his grip
again. It seems the second round isn&#39;t going to be any
better for Brad than the first one. He has to admit that Dario is
the stronger, but he doesn&#39;t want to lose his girlfriend to
him. Instead of giving up, he chooses to put up a tough fight.
He endures his lying under Dario, who celebrates this
prolonged schoolboy pin with smack talk, cock and ball grabs,
and slaps to Brad&#39;s face. Eventually, the fight takes on
erotic undertones, when Dario starts to massage the pinned
Brad, who appears to be enjoying that. Of course, Brad
doesn&#39;t want to admit it, but he&#39;s powerless against
his opponent, and so he plays along. He gradually submits to
the dominating Dario, who makes him more and more
aroused. Brad manages to momentarily escape his
dominator&#39;s grip, but Dario quickly makes him captures
him again, and resumes his erotic play with his slave - as he
now calls him. Brad has no choice. He has to submit to his
stronger adversay. An intensely erotic match with a hot
ending awaits you in Schoolboy Pins XXX. 

Play length approx: 60 min.
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Price :  35,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Schoolboypins XXX :

shipping method
Download SD, DVD Shipping.

In catalog since Wednesday 20 July, 2011
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